" Each number of this work will contain upwards of 230 pages, forming a volume of nearly 1000 pages a year; each volume will contain three engravings. The price will be 5 dollars per annum, payable on the delivery of the first number. " There are eleven numbers of this Journal now published in London, and it is proposed to commence at the first number, and to continue to reprint one number every month or six weeks, until we come up with the last number published in London, after which a number will be published regularly once a Quarter, in less than two months after its appearance in London. " *#* Subscriptions for this valuable work will be received at the offi.ee of the American Medical Recorder While this event occasions a considerable pecuniary loss to the Editor,* he has some reason to be proud that his work is the first, and, he believes, the only journal of medical science, that has ever before received the honour of transplantation from the continent of Europe to the continent of America, or indeed to any foreign soil.
We are not without hopes that our labours may conduce to harmonize the profession on both sides of the Atlantic, and diffuse " peace and good will," as well as professional information, throughout the various regions which this Journal is now destined to travel. It must be some gratification to authors to know that the analyses of their works take now an extensive circuit in this Review on both sides of the Atlantic.
We have received a letter from Dr. J. M. Good, explaining the error which his printer made by converting lb.28 into six hundred and twentyeight, mistaking the b for a 6, and thus raising the weight of a diseased * The American demand will now be supplied in their own market.
[March liver to the above monstrous quantity.?See page 595. The leaf containing this error was early cancelled, but the notice did not reach us in time.
The long letter of Philo-Criticus has reached us, but all his rhetoric will not persuade us to deviate from dense analysis and sparing criticism.
Let him recollect that to veil oneself with an anonymous mask, and then strike unseen at every passenger,-is not bravery and independence, but cowardice and assassination. Those hypercritics who call out most loudly for rigid severity on the writings of others, are, to our knowledge, abortive authors aftd unsuccessful journalists themselves. No man is so apt to impute improper motives to others, as those who are under the influence of improper motives themselves; and if we ever shall condescend to unmask these anonymous critics, the motives of their praises and censures will stand conspicuous before their brethren, and render themselves very low indeed in the eyes of the world.?Verbum Sat.
The Medical Intelligencer says, " Perhaps Dr. Johnson may recollect that one (of the physicians) pointed out to him the fact at his visit, and traced the edge of the liver for his information." Dr. Johnson is under the necessity of denying this statement. The condition of Mr. Knox's abdomen, from blisters, totally precluded any such demonstration, and
